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RE: Ace Technology Partners Brings HPC Forensic Solutions to Cyber
Crime Conference
CHICAGO---Ace Technology Partners will be bringing its leading-edge custom forensic
workstations to the U.S. Cyber Crime Conference in Washington, D.C. The conference runs from
April 27-April 30.
Ace Technology Partners is a 31-year-old ISO9001:2008 Certified Specialty Technology
firm; a custom systems integrator specializing in forensic analysis and password cracking
systems. They will be displaying their exclusive Raptor 7 portable workstation/servers (for field
investigations) from booth #309. Ace Technology Partners holds multiple federal, state and
educational contracts and works closely with a spectrum of law enforcement agencies.
To keep up with the global cyber threat, the conference is expanding its objectives and
direction to empower the civilian, defense, and government digital forensics communities (legal,
IT, and criminal investigation) to team together in the continuing campaign against cyber crime.
The conference is the only event of its kind that provides both hands-on digital forensics
training and an interactive forum for cyber professionals to network. All aspects of computer
crime will be covered, including intrusion investigations, cyber crime law, digital forensics,
information assurance, along with research and development, and digital forensic tool testing.
John Samborski, CEO of Ace Technology Partners, said, “We are looking forward to
demonstrating both the practical aspects and sheer power of our portable workstations to the law
enforcement community. This is an important conference and we are looking forward to building
on the law enforcement expertise that we currently have.”
Acknowledged as the best custom technology manufacturer and reseller, Ace Technology
Partners is a Woman-Owned Small Business operating in both the public sector and commercial
sector. Its channel partners include Intel, Supermicro, NVIDIA, Mellanox and Samsung among
others. The company has been an industry leader since 1983. In addition to some of the finest
academic institutions in the U.S., long-term clients include the U.S. Department of Energy and the
U.S. Department of Defense. Its principal, recognized industry expert John Samborski, is an
alumnus of Intel’s prestigious board of advisors. In addition to its Greater Chicago headquarters,
Ace Technology Partners has locations in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Colorado. To contact
Ace Technology Partners, call 1-877-223-2667 or 1-847-952-6900 or visit
http://www.acetechpartners.com.
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